Week's Pictures Cover Especially Wide Range

Tallulah Bankhead, Joan Bennett, Kay Francis, George O'Brien and ZaSu Pitts Lead the List of Stars in Down-town Theater.

Bringing the Reviewer And His Public Together

Suggestions That Are Merely Suggestions and Not to Be Taken Seriously—Little Items That May Influence the Review.

By E. de S. Melches.

A Knightly article appears to improve the average book of reviews. The reviewer fails to notice that the results have been obtained by using the most modern methods, which are not always easily recognized as such by a newspaper reader. One is tempted to think that the author of the book has used a very clever method, but it is difficult to be sure. The reviewer has given the impression that the author has written the book in a hurry, which is often tantamount to saying it poorly. It would be interesting to know how much of the book was written in three days and how much in three weeks.

National Theater Group Makes a Splendid Record

Average Theatergoer Knows Little of the Difficulties in Providing Spring and Summer Stock.

Manager Has Year-Around Job.

Staging with a purpose, the National Theater has made a splendid record this season. The company has been able to produce a number of successful plays, and this is a remarkable achievement in a theater that has been in operation only a short time. The manager has been able to keep the company going all year round, and this is a notable accomplishment.

New York Has Twenty Shows for the Summer

Lower Number Than Usual, but a Few of Them Rank Well—Shakespeare’s “‘Bad’ Play Is Well Staged.

By Percy Hammond.

Crimes About a Dead Woman Is About All Shakespeare’s Plays That Have Been Well Staged This Season.

The many excellent Shakespearean plays that have been produced this season have been well staged, but the number of them is small compared with the number that have been produced in previous years. The manager of the National Theater has said that this is due to the fact that the company is not able to give as much attention to Shakespeare as it has in the past. He has also said that the company is not able to give as much attention to other plays, and this is also true.

Stage and Screen Attractions This Week

The following are the attractions on the stage and screen for the week:

Theatre

BEAVERTON—“The Great American” outdoor pageant.

EAGLE—“The Great American” outdoor pageant.

PALACE—“The Great American” outdoor pageant.

COLUMBIA—“The Great American” outdoor pageant.

Theatre

BEVON—“The Great American” outdoor pageant.

EAGLE—“The Great American” outdoor pageant.

COLUMBIA—“The Great American” outdoor pageant.
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